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Abstract. A classof atmospheric
constituents
usedas tracersof stratospheric
flowarechemically
long-livedin comparison
with timescales
of interestand exhibit
gradientsdue primarilyto time-dependent
mixingratiosat the tropopause.In
general,the stratospheric
transportproperties
derivedfromsuchtracersdependon
the nature of their time wariation.To explorethe relationshipbetweentimescales
associated
with the propagationof tracer mixingratio signalsand bulk transport

properties,we haveusedtwo three-dimensional
chemicaltransportmodelsto
simulatethe agespectrum(the distributionof transittimesof masspresentin air
parcels)of the stratosphere.
Fromthe agespectrum
the stratospheric
response
to
any time-varyingtropospheric
forcingmay be deduced.The modeledagespectra
are broad,indicatinga rangeof transittimespresentin air parcels,and asymmetric,
so that the mean transit time, calledthe mean age, is much larger than the
modaltransit time. Furthermore,the phaselag time of an oscillatingsignal(e.g.,
the annualCO• cycleand lowerstratosphericHaO) and the mean age are not
timescales
characterizing
the sametransportproperty.Periodicsignalphaselagsdo
not represent
"meantransittimes"and,in general,cannotbe readilyrelatedto bulk
transportproperties.However,if the agespectrumis peakedenough,as it appears
to be in the lowertropicalstratosphere,
periodicsignalphaselagsapproximatethe
modal time.

1. Introduction

the mixing and the circulation cell are the dominant

termsof the tracercontinuityequation,wouldbe a good
approximation
of the global shapeof long-livedtracer
paignshaveprovidedlarge quantitiesof high-qualityobmixing ratio surfaces.However,aircraft-observedvariaservationsof chemical constituents in the stratosphere.
Analysesof many of these observationshave been used tionsin tracer-tracercorrelationcurves[Murphyet al.,
1993]and sharpgradientsin satelliteaerosolmeasureto deduce far more detail of stratospheric transport
In the last several years, satellite and aircraft cam-

ments[Tvepteand Hitchman,1992],amongother ob-

mechanismsthan was previouslypossible.
An example of considerableinterest is the dynamical
connectionbetween the tropics and extratropics in the
lower stratosphere. The Brewer-Dobsonmass circula-

servationalstudies,providestrongevidencethat quasiisentropicmixing is inhibited betweenthe tropicsand
extratropics.In the oppositelimit to globalmixing, the
"tropicalpipe" of Plumb [1996],the tropicsare comtion of the stratosphere
[Brewer,1949]consists
of entry
pletely isolated, and the only transport processesare
into the stratospherethrough the tropical tropopause
ascent and entrainment to the extratropics. Clearly,
and ascentthroughisentropesin the tropics,followedby
the atmospherelies betweenthesetwo extremes,and a
poleward motion and descentin the extratropics, where
i/LL/J./LJ•/ U.L J.•t..•J.J.Iv •ksbLt.
J.J.• .L.L•V• 9•,/.L.L'•.•. ks•.•IJJ.J.J.U.U9•/.I. //.I.U.I.•
ultimately, air reentersthe troposphere. However, it is
preciselythe transport rate betweenthe tropics and
well establishedthat throughmuchof the year in the exextratropics[Boeringet al., 1994, 1995; Hintsa et al.,
tratropical stratospherean important additional mode
1994; Volk et al., 1996;Mote et al., 1995, 1996;Avallone
of constituenttransport occurs:quasi-isentropicmixing
and Prather, 1996;Minschwaneret al., 1996].
due to breakingplanetary waves[e.g., Mcintyre, 1992
One techniqueto deducetransport propertiesis the
and references
therein].If this rapid mixingweretruly observation of the class of tracers whose source is in

global(at leastin an annuallyaveraged
sense),thenthe
the troposphere,whosetroposphericabundanceis apslopeequilibriumlimit of PlumbandKo [1992],in which

Paper number 96JD03713.

proximatelylinearlytime dependent,and whosephotochemicallifetime in the lower stratosphereis at least a
decade.Examplesare the mean annualgrowthof CO•.
[Bischofet al., 1985;SchmidtandKhedirn,1991;Boer-

0148-0227/ 97/96 JD-03713509.00

inget al., 1994,1996],someof the CFCs[Pollocket al.,
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1992](althoughupwardtrendsof CFC 11 and 12 have be viewed as proportional to the number distribution
of particles binned by their transit times from x to
now slowed[Elkinse• al., 1993]),and SF6
et al., 1993;Elkins et al., 1996;Harnischet al., 1996]. xo. The age spectrum is the Green's function of the
The mean gradientsexhibitedby thesespeciesare due
primarily to the finite time requiredfor new tracer-rich
air to reach and spread through the stratosphere. The
lag time of the stratosphericresponsefrom the troposphericmixing ratio is the mean age of stratospheric

assumedstationary continuity equationgoverningthe
atmospherictransport of a conservedtracer. Thus, if

n(t, x) is the mixingratio of a conserved
tracerin the
stratosphere,
and n(t, xo) is the knowntracer mixing
ratio at at the surface, then

air o

Most recently,a set of studieshas lookedat the prop-

-

xo)d'

agationof oscillatingtracersignalssuchasthoseof CO2
andH20 [Hint•a eta/., 1994;Boeringet al., 1995,1996; By expression
(1) the agespectrumof any model(for
Mote et al., 1995, 1996]. In the caseof CO2 the signal
circulation
(CC) or CT)
is forced at the surface by the seasonalvariations of
photosynthesisand respiration. For stratosphericwa-

ter vapor the signalappearsto be forcedby the annual
cyclein the tropical tropopausetemperature,although
the details remain poorly understood. In both cases
the signalpropagatesinto the stratosphereand is a significant part of the variability of mixing ratio up to
about 10 mbar in the tropics and in the lowest part
of the extratropical stratosphere.The rate of propagation and the amplitude variation representinformation
about stratospherictransport.
A major goal of this work is to illustrate that in general the phaselag of an oscillatingsignaland the lag of a
linear trend are not timescalescharacterizingthe same
transport property. Although this point has been ar-

guedbeforein specificcontexts[Hall andPrather,1993;
Hall and Plumb,1994],it deserves
further elaboration,

is produceddirectlyby settingthe surfacemixingratio

boundaryconditionto a singlespike(i.e., n(t, Xo) J(t)). The response
is thensimplyG(t,X,Xo). Once
the age spectrumis known,the responses
to all other
time dependencies
can be determinedby the convolution summarized
in expression
(1).

Knowledgeof G(t, x, xo) wouldhelp validateand
quantifyour understandingof transportmechanisms
in
the atmosphere.Although it seemsunlikely that the
age spectrum will be directly observed,characteristics
of it can be deduced from tracer observations. For ex-

ample, if the tropospherictime history is linear, as it
is approximately for the constituentsSF6 and for CO2
minus its annual cycle, then the first moment of the

spectrum
(themeanof thetransittimedistribution),

r(x. xo) x. xo)d
(2)
given recent interest in propagating oscillating tracer
signals.The conceptualtool that we believemakesthe
lag time, i.e., n(t, x) point most transparent is the age spectrum. Unfor- is equalto the stratospheric
r,
xo).
r(x,
xo)
mean
ageat x with repect
tunately, the age spectrum is not directly observable
to
xo.
The
response
to
a
sinusoidal
time historye•'•
in the real atmosphere; we perform numerical experihas the amplitude •nd phase
mentswith two chemicaltransportmodels(CTMs) to

determine the simulated age spectra and illustrate our
discussionof tracer signal propagation.
In section2 we definethe age spectrumformally. Section 3 providesdetails of the models employedand the
setup of the numerical experiments. We present the
model results for the age spectra in section4, showing
the mean age and periodic signal propagation. We discussinterpretationsof periodic signal phasesin section
5, and we conclude in section 6.

2. Age Spectrum- Definitions
The age spectrum was presentedin a trajectory cal-

-

x.xo)d

(3)

Thus the responseyieldsa frequencycomponentof the
age spectrum.The mean age P, the phaselag time of
periodic signalsr•, and other timescalesdiscussedhere
are summarized

in Table

1.

The age spectrumis a particularly usefulconceptual
tool in the stratosphere,becauseif the sourceis in the
troposphere,the stratosphericresponseis only weakly
dependenton its specificlocation. For example, CO2
hasa geographically
variedpattern of sourcesand sinks,
and thus, in principle, the atmosphericresponseto an

culationstudy of a modelstratosphere
by Kids [1983] impulse with a CO2-1ikesurfacedistribution is an averand formallydevelopedby Hall and Plumb[1994].We ageof the agespectraat eachsurfacepoint weightedby
presenta brief generaldiscussionhere, referringreaders the CO2 mixingratio at the point (seeappendixA of
to Hall and Plumb[1994]for moredetails.
PlumbandMcConalogue
[1988]for a moreformaldisThe age spectrumis the functionG(t,x, xo) such cussion).However,the atmosphericresponseto CO2
that G(t, x, xo)dt is the massfractionof air at point loseszonal asymmetryrapidly with height, and in the
x that had transit time between t and t + dt from point
xo. Alternatively, with trajectory studiesof irreducible
fluid elementsor particles in mind, the spectrum may

upper troposphereand stratosphere,CO2 is essentially
independentof the longitudal structure of sourceand

sink [Heimanneta/., 1989].This fact impliesthat the
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1. Timescale Definitions

Name

meanage
spectralwidth iX(x)
modaltime
rM(x)
phaselag time r•(x)

Description

Expression

Symbol

i suchthat 0G(x, i)/0t - 0

mean of transit time distribution
measure of width of transit time distribution
mode of the transit time distribution

_

propagationtime of periodicsignalof frequencyw

a(x,

_

source-weighted
averageof the agespectrumarounda
latitudecircleis approximately
equalto the zonal-mean
agespectratimesthe zonal-mean
surface
CO2mixing
ratio. Here,we consider
onlyzonal-mean
spectraand
sources;
the labelsx andxo in the definitions
aboverefer to pointsin the latitude-height
plane.Furthermore,
because most air enters the stratosphere in the trop-

above16 km; the verticalresolutionin the lowerstrato-

sphereis approximately
1.4 km. No explicitdiffusion
or parameterized
sub-gridscalemixingof traceris included.

Prather CTM drivenby GISS GCMAM.

The

CTM of MichaelPrather [Pratheret al., 1987]usesa
quadraticupstreamtransportscheme[Prather,1986]

ics,the stratospheric
agespectrum
is alsoonlyweakly that is mass conservative and exhibits low numerical difdependent
on the latitudeof the surfacesource.The fusion. Here the model is driven by 8-hourly-averaged
tropicaltropopause
actsasaneffective
pointsource
(in GCMAM wind data. The CTM grid matchesthe GCM
a zonal-mean
sense)for the stratosphere.

3. Three-Dimensional

Transport

Simulations

grid: in the horizontal,36 longitudes
and 24 latitudes,
corresponding
to a resolutionof 10.00x 7.80longitude
by latitude, and in the vertical,21 levelsfrom the surface to about 85 km. Twelve of these levels are in the

stratosphere
at fixedpressure.In the transportsimula-

3.1. Description of Models

tionsthe coarseresolutionis partly compensatedby the

sub-gridscalequadratictracerdistributionemployed
in
To illustratethe roleof the agespectrumin determin- the transportscheme.We usethis informationto diaging the stratospheric
response
to tracersignals
forced nosetracermixingratiosat a finer scalein the vertical
by varioustime dependencies,
we haveperformednu- than the fundamentalgrid. No explicit tracer diffusion
merical transport experimentswith wind data com- or mixing is includedin the stratosphere.The CTM
putedby twoGCMs: (1) theNationalCenterfor Atmo- simulatesthe tracer mixing effectof convectionin the
sphericResearch
MiddleAtmosphere
CommunityCli- troposphere
with a schemebasedon monthlyconvection

mateModel2 (NCARMACCM2)[Boville,1995]and
(2) theGoddard
Institute
forSpace
Studies'
GlobalCli-

statistics archived from the GISS GCM.

From here on we use "CCM2" to refer to the Rasch-

mateMiddleAtmosphere
Model(GISSGCMAM) [Rind Williamson CTM driven by MACCM2 winds data and
et al., 1988].Our experiments
wererun with "off-line" "GISS" to the Prather CTM driven by GISS wind data.
CTMs. The CTMs employarchivedwind historiesfrom
the MACCM2 and GCMAM to advect tracer through

3.2. Experiment

Details

The agespectrumwith respectto a surfacepoint Xo
the modelatmosphere.For the experimentsreported
here,no photochemical
calculations
wererequired.We is the model responseto a boundary condition at xo
havinga deltafunctiontime dependence.
As we noted
briefly summarizethe two CTMs.
above,the stratospheric
response
is not sensitiveto the
Rasch-Williamson CTM driven by MACCM2.
The CTM of Phil Raschand Dave Williamson [Rasch positionor extent of the boundaryconditionregion.
et al., 1994]hasa semi-Lagrangian
transportscheme For theseruns the regionconsistsof a zonal band cen-

to 7.8øNforGISSand2.8øS
to 2.8øNforCCM2).
1990],whichpreserves
shapes
of tracerdistributions(7.8øS
and mimi•zes

numerical diffusion. The scheme is not

In both modelsthe region extendsvertically over the

implicitlymassconservative;
a "massfixer" may be lowestthree modellevels,correspondingto about 1 km
employedafter advectionto keep globaltracer mass for GISS and 0.75 km for CCM2. To approximate the
constant. We drive the CTM with daily averaged delta function time dependencethe mixing ratio is set

MACCM2 wind components
in the zonal,meridional, to an arbitray nonzerovaluefor the first time step and
held at zero. Froma start date of Octoand vertical directions. The CTM grid is selectedto is subsequently

matchthe GCM griddingof the wind data, whichfor ber i we ran GISS and CCM2 for 20 model years, saving
the MACCM2 is 128 x 64 longitudeby latitude points instantaneousthree-dimensionalmixing ratio fields evgivingan approximate
horizontal
resolution
of 2.80x ery 15 days. Note that in eachrun a singleyear of

2.8ø. There are 44 vertical levels from the surface to wind data is used, and thus no interannual transport
about 80 km. Of those,28 are at fixed pressurelevels variability is modeled.
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stratospherictropical air is youngest, being closestto
the point of injection of fresh troposphericair, while upper
atmosphericair at high latitudes is the oldest. Note
The agespectrumallowsus to understandthe model
that
although gradientsof P are nearly independentof
response
to varioustime-dependent
forcingsin a unified
the
location
of the troposphericsource,the magnitude
fashion.In the processwe cangain insightinto observed
varies
slightly.
Using the GISS model, Hall and Plumb
tracer signalsin the real atmosphereand howthey re-

4. Modeled Age Spectra

late to atmospherictransport timescales.We first focus
on the mean age, and then the shape of the spectra
and propagatingsignals.We presentzonallyaveraged
quantities;timescalesreferredto in the discussion
are
understoodto have been averagedabout a latitude circle o

[1994]founda uniformincreaseof 0.7 yearsin P in the

stratospherewhen the sourcewas shifted from 3.9øS to
43.1øN. The magnitudeof the shift is likely to be model
dependent,but the observationthat sourceshifts introduce only uniform stratosphericage offsetsshould be
general.

There are largedifferencesbetweenthe two modelsin
both
the vertical and horizontalgradients.The CCM2
4.1. Zonally Averaged Mean Age
r distribution is more realistic, matciting well r deFigure 1 showsthe •,onallyaveragedmeanageP con- termined from measurementsof SF6 by both aircraft
toured in yearsfor CCM2 and GISS. The valuesare de- [Elkinset a/., 1996],whichshowup to 3-yearagevariterminedfrom the age spectraby expression
(2). The ations from equator to high latitudes at constantalti-

GISS age was alsoshownby Hall and Prather [1993]
and Hall and Plumb [1994]. In all figuresthe vertical coordinate is pressurealtitude defined by z* =
16log(1000/p),wherep is in millibarsandz* is in kilo-

tude, and balloons[Harnischet a/., 1996],whichshow
valuesup to 10 yearsin the polar vortex and 6 yearsat

midlatitudesin the lowerstratosphere.
(Detailedcom-

parisonsof CCM2 age to observationsare made by D.
Waugh et al., Three-dimensionalsimulationsof longBoth modelsshow P contour shapesgenerallychar- lived tracersusing winds from MACCM2, submitted
acteristic of all long-livedtracers: an upward bulge in to J. Geophys.Res., (1996)). Verticalgradients
of P
the tropics and a downward slope to the poles dic- in the lower GISS stratosphereare known to be too
tated by the balancebetweenthe slopesteepeningof the weak[Hall andPrather,1993],likelya consequence
of
Brewer-Dobsonmasscirculation and slopeflattening of the model'scoarseresolution. For the purposesof this
the quasi-isentropicmixing in middle latitudes. Lower study thesequantRivemodeldifferencesmight be considereda strength:two very differentsimulationssup90S
00S
30S
EQU
30N
00N
90N
port the sameconclusions,
providingmoregeneralityto
the argument.

meters.

The modeled P distributions are both very different

fromthe distributionRoserdof[1995]
determinedby advectingair parcelswith an estimateof the stratospheric
•o

residual circulation.
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...........
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3b•

•

9o•

30N

00N

90N

The CCM2

and GISS simulations

includethe transport effectsof quasi-isentropicmixing
as well as the residual circulation. The quasi-isentropic
mixing significantlyreducesthe slopesof the P contours and enhancesthe tropical P valuesin comparison
with transit times of parcels transported by the residual circulationalone. This mixing must be includedfor
realistic mean age distributions.
4.2. Age Spectra Shape
Figure 2 showsthe zonal-mean age spectra for GISS
at four pressurealtitudes in the lower stratospherein

•0 thetropics
andhighlatitudes.
Alsoindicated
arethe
meanageF and the spectralwidth A (dottedlines;see

s•

20

theappendix
forthedefinition
of thespectral
width)
and the phaselag time r,o from the sourceof a sinusold

,o
90S

•0
6•S

30S

EQU

30N

60N

90N

Figure 1. Zonally averagedmean age P in yearsfor

(top) GISSand(bottom)CCM2.

of period1 year(dashedline;seesection4.3). Figure3
is an identicalplot for the CCM2 model.
The asymmetryof the agespectrais a strikingfeature
in both models: the spectra have "long tails." Consequently, F is much greater than the time of the spectral peak throughoutthe model stratospheres.We refer
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Figure 2. Zonal mean age spectra of GISS at the latitudes 3.9øN and 58.7øN and pressure
altitudes 18 km, 22 km, 26 km, and 30 km as labeled. The horizontal axis is labeled in years.
The dotted vertical line indicates the mean age F, while the length of the dotted horizontal line

represents
twicethe spectralwidth (2A). The dashedverticalline is the phaselag time rw of the
response
to a sinusoidal
annualcycle(phaseis definedas zeroat the surfacesource).
to the spectral peak time as the "modal" transit time;
if the spectral peak is at time rM, then the interval
rMdr encompasses
the transit time of more massthan
any other equal sized interval. P, on the other hand,
is a transport diagnosticstrongly influencedby small
amounts of mass requiring transit times much longer

2

4

6

,

8

10

than rM, and hence F >> rM. The time at which half

the air is youngerand half older (the mediantime) lies
between rM and P.

At the tropical tropopause the spectra are most like
the delta function source: TM and F are smallest and
closestto each other. In the stratosphere, however, air

2

0

4

6

8

30km
3.9N
[

30krn 58.7N

26km 3.9N

26km 58.7N

22km 3.9N

22km 58.7N

10

I

I

I

,

18km 3.9N

0

2

10

4
years

6

10

years

Figure 3. As in Figure 2, but for the CCM2 model. For the sake of comparison,all CCM2
results have been interpolated to the GISS latitude and height grid for plotting.
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massesof differing transit times mix, causinga broadening of the age spectrum. Above the tropopause,rM
increases. In addition, the tail region becomesmore
prominent, increasingthe differencebetweenI' and rM.
These two quantities are shown in profile in Figure 4 .
At constant pressurealtitude, extratropical spectra

1ON

20N

ON

lbN

ON

I0N

CIRCULATION
3 ON

40N

5ON

60N

70N

8ON

2'0N 3'0N z•0N 5bN

(•)N

'/'ON

80N

20N

60N

70N

80N
3

GISS

havegreaterP and greaterrM and are broader(larger
A) than thosein the tropics. Figure 5 displaysthe
latitudinal dependenceof the modal time, phase lag,
and mean age at 20 km.

4.3. Propagation of a Repeating Signal
The phaselag time r• in the stratosphereof an annually periodic tracer forcing, like rM, is in both models
everywheresignificantly less than P. We simulate the
stratospheric responseto a tropospheric time history
by convolvingthe age spectra with a sinusoldof 1 year
period, producinga phaseand amplitude given by ex-

30N

40N

50N

o

CCM2

pression(3). Figures2 and 3 showthe phaselag for
GISS and CCM2 as a vertical dashed line superposed
on the age spectra. The phaselags are also plotted versus height at 3.9øN in Figure 4 and versuslatitude at

2
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'
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'
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1ON

20N
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60N
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0
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Figure 5. Latitudinalprofiles
at 20kmofP (solidline),
• (dashedline), and ro• (dottedline). (top) GISS.
(bottom)CCM2.
20 km in Figure 5 as a dotted line. The bottom panel
of Figure 6 displaysthe peak-to-peakamplitude versus
altitude at 3.9øN of the two models. The amplitudes
are scaledto have unit magnitudeat 18 km.

A strikingfeatureof to, (Figure4) is its goodmatch

32

20

with r• in the lower tropical stratosphereof the models. This agreementholdsto above32 km for GISS. For
CCM2, with the morerealisticspatialF distribution,it
28
breaksdown above 22 km. As a function of latitude,
ro• • r• from the equator to midlatitudes,although
26
there is little variationof either in this region,particu24 larly for GISS. At higher latitudes, ro•< r•f.
In both modelsthe amplitudeattenuatesrapidly with
22
height. As agespectrabroadenwith altitude, progressivelymore cyclesof the periodicforcingare averaged
20

18

18

28

/

[30

26

•24
22

16

16

0

1

2

3

(seeexpression
(3)). By 26 km in the tropicsthe model
signalamplitudes
havedecreased
to about0.10 (GISS)
and 0.05 (CCM2) of their tropopause
magni[udes.

z

years

Figure4. Verticalprofiles
at 3.9øNoftheF (solidline),

r• (dashedline), and r• (dotted line) for w - 2•r/1
year. (top)CISS. (bottom) CCM2.

5. Interpreting the Phase Propagation
The model resultsshowthat the responseto an oscillating signal is quite different from the responseto
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in which there is no mixing of midlatitude air in•o the
tropics. If we further assumethat the tropical ascent
rate is a constan• and uniform w, then a pulse of air
entering the pipe through the •ropopauserises at w,
preservingi•s identity. In sucha model the •ropical age
spectrum is a del•a function. P and r• are identical,
both given by the time lag of •he propagatingpulse, as

/
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can be seenby substitutingG(x, t) = 6(t- I•1/'0)in
expressions
(2)•na (3).
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describedby the "tropicalpipe" model [Plumb,1996],

28

/

26
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somea priori knowledgeof, or assumptionsabout, the
transport itself.
One possibleassumptionis the idealizedstratosphere

20

15

i

FOR STRATOSPHERIC

The real atmospherefalls short of being completely

20

in the tropicalpipe limit [ Volket al., 1996;Mote et al.,

!,/

1996; Avallone and Prather, 1996; Minschwaner et al.,
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of zero mass. Thus transport timescales deduced from
radiatively determined vertical velocities in the tropics

22

with a time since any particular air mass entered the
stratosphere,as no such single transit time exists.
How, then, can r• be interpreted? A weaker assumption than complete tropical isolation is that of enough
isolationfor •he agespectrumto retain its delta function
property of picking out the phase of an annual cycle.
This occurs in regions of the two model atmospheres

[e.g., Weinstocket al., 1995]shouldnot be associated

\,

22

'"'
ß

\•

20

180.0

20

6.2

6.4

6.6

6.8

1996]. Midlatitude air mixesinto the tropical plume,
and the ascent rate within the plume is not perfectly
uniform. Both effects broaden the age spectra away
from a delta function; a range of transit times from the
tropical tropopause is present. Even in the relatively
isolated tropical stratosphere, over seasonsto years, air
massesdo not retain their identity, bu• instead mix with
other massesof differing tracer properties and transit
times.
is only aOn
conceptual
such timetool
spans,
operating
"air parcel"
in the point-like
or "air mass"
limit

1.018

AMPL•DE

Figure 6. (•op) Vertical profilesa• 3.9øN of •
CCU (Sort,a)
cIss
xn, ,olia

in

(Figures2 and 3). In the lowertropicalstratosphere
of

the models the spectra are sharply peaked with only a
low-amplitude tail. The long tail draws P away from
symbolsare • of a harmonic fit •o •he 4 year HALOE
H•O+2CH• time series(W. Randele• al., Seasonalcy- ru. However, it adds litfie to the responseof the oscilcles and in•erannual variability in s•ratospheric CH•
lating forcing, as severalcyclesare averaged. Only the
and HaO observedin UARS HALOE da•a, submitted peak regionwill contribute significantlyto the response.
•o J. Atmos.Sci,(1996)). Eachprofileis referenced
•o If this region is narrow enoughin comparisonwith the
zero a• 18 kin. (bottom) Three corresponding
vertical period of the forcing, then r• • ru.

profilesof •he peak-•peak amplitude(normalized•o
uni•y a• •8 kin).

If the age spectra in the real atmospherebroadened
more rapidly with height than the model spectra, the
connection between rM and r• would be less robust.

a linear increase, which yields F.

Regardlessof •he

However,more rapid broadeningwould alsomean more

shapeof •he age spectrum,F(x) is •he mean transi• rapid attenuation of the amplitude of periodic tracer

linear •ropospheric•rends[Hall and Plumb, 1994]. For
periodic •racer signals

signals. In fact, •he oppositeis true: the atmosphere
attenuatesthe amplitude significantlylessstronglythan
either mode!, implying narrowerspectra than the models predict. This finding can be seenin Figure 6, which
in addition to the model profiles,also showsthe ampli-

can be rela•ed •o bulk •ranspor• properties dependson
•he age spectralshapecompared•o •he period of forcing. Thus, unlike •he responseof a linearly increasing
•racer, interpreting periodictime dependenciesrequires

tude profileof a two-component
(annualand semiannual) harmonicfit to the 4-yeartime seriesof the HalogenOccultationExperiment(HALOE) H•.O+2CH4,as
calculatedby W. Randelet al. (Seasonalcyclesand in-

•ime from •he •roposphereof all •he air a• x. In general, no such simple relationship holds between mean
•ransi• time and stra•ospheric•racer signals for non-
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air parcels).The agespectraallowus to drawgeneral

conclusions
about the how the stratosphereresponds
to differenttime dependencies
of long-livedtracer mixserved amplitude attenuation: for example, following ing ratio at the tropopause.The modeledage spectra
the propagation of individual annual cyclesreveals a are broad,indicatingthat manytransit timesare reprerangeof 0.45to 0.70at 21.3km (46.3mbar). Neverthe- sentedin an air parcel: air parcelsare not transported
less,it is clear that both CCM2 and GISS significantly intact overseasonsand years. The age spectraare also
underestimatethe amplitudeof an annualcycle(and asymmetric, so that the mean of the transit time distri-

$ci, (1996)). There is interannualvariabilityin the ob-

also underestimate r•, as can be seenin the top panel

bution(the meanageP) is muchlargerthan the mode

of Figure6). Observations
of the CO•.annualcyclein

rM of the distribution.

the tropics are consistentwith HALOE, showinga 0.8

The shapeof the modeledage spectrumsaysseveral

fractionalamplitudeat 435øK(• 19km) in comparison thingsabout the interpretation of observedvariationsin
with the tropopausevalue [Bootinget al., 1996].
long-livedtracers:(1) The phaselag time r• for annuWe concludethat in the lower tropical stratosphere, ally repeatingsignalsis muchlessthan the meanageP;
for a• - 2•r/1 year, r• is a measureof rM, the transit

in otherwords,measuringthe propagationof a periodic

time taken by more mass than any other. Mote et al.

signaldoesnotdirectlyyielda "meantransittime."(2)

[1995]haveshownthat the observed
phasespeedof the

It is not clear that r• is, in general,related to a bulk
transportproperty.(3) However,if the agespectrumis
peakedenough,as it appearsto be in the lowertropical
The situation at midlatitudes
is less clear.
In the
stratosphere,r• • rM.
models, r• • rM at lower latitudes where there is little
Knowing the age spectrum of the real atmosphere
variationin either(Figure5). At higherlatitudes,r• < would help quantify our understandingof transport
rM; the spectra are wide enoughfor severalcyclesof mechanisms. However, at present, there is no direct
oscillationto contributewith comparablemagnitudesto way to observethe stratosphericage spectrum;such
the averaging,resulting in low amplitudesand residual observationwould require an instantaneousreleaseof
phase that is difficult to interpret.
conservedtracer at or belowthe tropopausewith a mixAnother subtlety of interpreting r• in the strato- ing ratio muchlargerthan backgroundlevels.Neverthespheremay occur if the time dependencyof the signal less,aspectsof the spectralshapecanbe inferred,given
at the tropical tropopause is nonsinusoidal.The width
observationsof appropriate tracers. While the stratoand asymmetryof the agespectrumimply a dependence sphericresponse
to a quasi-linearlyvaryingtracersuch
of the responseamplitude and phase on the frequency as SF6 dependsonly on P, the responseto exponenof forcing u•. Higher-frequencycomponentsattenuate tially increasingtracers dependsalso on the width A
more rapidly and propagate more quickly. Thus, if a of the agespectrum(seeequations
(10) through(12)
time-dependentforcing has a range of frequencycom- of Hall and Plumb[1994]). The trace gasHCFC-142b
ponents, its shape will changeas it propagates;it will (CHsCF•.C1)is long-livedin the stratosphere
and has
evolve so that its time signal away from the sourceis been undergoingrapid enoughexponentialincreasein
closer to the basest mode. The phase changeof the the troposphere
foram et al., 1995]so that it might
minimum extrema of a cycle is not, in general,equal to be possibleto usemeasurement
of its mixingratio, in
that of the maximum, as the duration from minimum combinationwith determinationsof P, to deduceA.
to maximum may vary.
Furthermore,rM may be approximatelydetermined,at
Although r• is not everywherereadily related to bulk least in the tropics,from the propagationof CO2 or
transport properties, one generalobservationis that it H•.O annual cycles. Thus, althoughthe age spectrum
is everywhereless than P. We argue in the appendix is unlikelyto be directlyobserved,
knowledge
of P, rM,
that this result is true for any age spectrumhaving a and possiblyA will characterizeimportant aspectsof
!cng tail. Timescalesinferred from phasesof periodic its shape.
signalsin the stratosphere[Bootinget al., 1994;Mote
Balloonmeasurements
of SF6 and CO•. throughthe
eta/., 1995]do not, in general,equalthe meantransit lower and middle tropical stratosphereas part of the
time, or mean age P, from the tropopause. This dif- Observations
fromtheMiddleStratosphere
(OMS)camferencehas been seenin the lower tropical stratosphere paign are presentlybeing made tha• will clarify these
upon comparingthe phaselag of the CO•. annual cycle age spectraltimescalesand thus will providevaluable
to P deducedfrom SF• (K. Booting,personalcommu- testsof model transport. A comparisonof modeledand
nications,1996).
observedP cannot by itself completelyvalidate model
transport,as a realisticmeanfor the modeledagespectrum
saysnothingabout the realismof the transport's
6. Conclusions
dispersion.Such dispersioninformation is containedin
We have used two three-dimensional
chemical transthe shapeof'the agespectrum.However,if', in addition
port modelsto simulatethe age spectrum(the distri- to P, r• and the annual cycle amplitude are deduced
bution of transit times of masspresentin stratospheric from observations,
the model'sagespectralshapemay
H20-•-2CH4 annual cycle also approximately tracks the
ascent of the stratosphere's diabatic mass circulation.
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be stringentlytested, at least in the lower and middle
tropical stratosphereand the extratropical lower stratospherewhere tracer annual cyclesare large enoughto
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(t- r(x))aG(x,
t)dt (A4)

observe.

andO(w4) indicates
the presence
of termsquarticand

The CCM2 mean age distribution has significantly
strongergradientsand reachesvaluesolder than those
of GISS, features confirmedby aircraft and balloon observationsof SFe [Elkins et al., 1996; Harnisch et al.,

higher in the forcing frequencyw. This expansionconvergesin the low-frequencylimit, i.e., when the period
of forcing is larger than the characteristicdimensions

(moments)of the spectrum. Thus, in this limit the
1996]. (Detailed comparisons
of CCM2 calculations phaselag of the response,
r•(x), is

and SFe observationsare made by D. Waugh et al.,
Three-dimensionalsimulationsof long-livedtracers using winds from MACCM2, submitted to J. Geophys.

r•o(x)= -sarg[
e-i•'G(x,
t)dt]
1 foøø

Res., (1996).) Both models,however,m,derestimate
the annual cycle amplitude and r,o through the tropical lower and middle stratosphere in comparison with
HALOE

H20+2CH4

(AS)

observations. Either the models

do not isolate the tropics enough, or they have too
strongvertical diffusion,or both.
Finally, we note that although the mean age is a useful diagnosticof stratospherictransport,it is not necessarily a critical model parameterdeterminingthe simulation realism of many chemically active species. For
a constituent near photochemicalequilibrium, transport timescalesare not directly relevant. However,even
for constituentswith intermediate chemical lifetimes, P
may not be the most influential timescale. P is quite
sensitiveto the tail regionof the age spectrum,while a
photochemically
activeconstituentis not, if its chemical
lifetime

r(x) -

is shorter than the transit

times of the tail re-

gion. For example,at 30 km in the tropicsthe chemical
lifetime of N20 is about a year; transit times from the
troposphereto 30 km longer than 1 year will influence
P but will not affectthe N20 mixing ratio significantly.
For Os, inaccuraciesin the tail region of the spectrum
will be still lessimportant. On the other hand, accurate

Thus it is the asymmetry of the age spectrum, as
summarizedby P,,(x),that is responsible
for the difference betweenphaselag and mean age. The essenceof
this asymmetry is most apparentto us in the descriptive

limit of irreduciblefluid elements("particles")of vanishing mass, undergoingstatistical motion. Diffusive
aspectsto the masstransport guaranteethat there are
paths for particlesof arbitrarily long duration connecting some point xo to someother point x. The probability of a particle taking a particular long duration path
may be vanishinglysmall, but not zero. Thus whatever

the mostcommontransit time from xo to x (the modal
time rM), thereare arbitrarilylongertimestakenby at
least some particles. On the other hand, times shorter
than rM must still be greater than zero; hencethe pos-

itive asymmetry(Yl,(x)> 0). By (AS), then,r• < P for
small

co.

We are not able to be general away from the lowfrequencyregime. Instead we look at specificage spec-

simulation of via may be quite important, as the species tra. Hall andPlumb[1994]foundthe agespectrumfor a
one-dimensionalmass weighted diffusion equation with
are closer to conserved on this shorter timescale.

Appendix'

•, Compared to F

uniform scaleheight and diffusioncoefficientand gave
an expressionfor the responseto an oscillatingsource.
Combiningtheir equation(28) for the phaseand their
(22) for the meanagegives

Considerthe response
n(x, t) to a sinusoidal
forcing

eitøtat x- O. By expression
(1),

-

--_

1
r,o
__•_2
(1+w2r•c)•/4sin(•tan(wr•c
) (A6)
P _wrK

wherer•r = 4H2/K is the characteristic
timeto diffuse

spectrum,
producing
to orderwa

two scaleheightsH, givena uniformdiffusivityK. This
function, alwayslessthan one, is plotted in Pigure 7 for

wherer(x) i, the first momentgivenby expression
(2),
A(x) and P..(x)are the secondand third momentsof

to make the resultingage spectralook roughly like the
ß.onally and latitudinally averagedGISS spectra [Hall
and Plumb, 1994]. In this context,K modelsa global
one-dimensionaltransfer coefficientand is not represen-

the age spectrum,

tative of K,, in the atmosphere.)Also plotted is the

The integral can be expandedin momentsof the age

a time constantr•r - 2 years. (This r•r corresponds
to K = 3 m%-x, a somewhatarbitrary valueselected

r•/P ratio from CCM2 for a range of frequencies.

ZX'-(x)i

- r(x))'-G(x,
t)dt (AS)
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